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Let Uo(t) and U(t) denote the temporal propagator of the Klein-Gordon 
equation UP, = m2q and the perturbed equation q g, = (ma + V(x))p, respec- 
tively. If(i) V E Lp(ES) for any 2 < p < 3, (ii) V. is real-valued and (iii) satisfies 
a restriction on the size of its negative part, then the (free-to-physical) wave 
operators, IV+ : = s - lim U( - t) U,,(t), as t + + CO exist as bounded opera- 
tors on the finite-energy and Lorentz-invariant solution space of the Klein- 
Gordon equation. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper the asymptotic behavior of the perturbed (“physical”) 
equation 
up, = 4 - ytt = (m2 + J+)) v 
will be studied relative to the (free) Klein-Gordon (K-G) equation 
(1) 
up, = m2p (2) 
Throughout this investigation I’ will be time-independent and v will be a 
scalar function of the space variables and time. Equation (1) is a simplified, 
mathematical prototype of the equation proposed for the interaction of a 
meson field with an external electromagnetic field. 
The problem to be investigated can be stated more precisely as follows. 
Suppose U(t) and U,,(t) are the one-parameter groups governing the time 
development of solutions of (1) and (2), respectively. In this paper, condi- 
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tions on the potential V(x) will be determined which will ensure that the 
wave operators W, : = s - lim U(- t) Us(t) as t--t & 03 exist, where the 
underlying Hilbert space is either the finite energy or the Lorentz-invariant 
Cauchy data space of the K-G equation (2). In particular, the main result is 
that the wave operators exist if (i) I’ is a real-valued function, (ii) V ED 
for any 2 < p < 3 and (iii) the negative part of V, V- , satisfies ]I F?- llQ < M(q) 
for any $ < 4 < 00 where M(q) is a specific constant given in Section II. 
Except for the restriction on the negative part of V, the above result for 
these quasirelativistic wave operators is quite similar to the one for the cor- 
responding nonrelativistic (Schrijdinger) wave operators, 
as t + f co on L2(E3). 
Recently scattering theories have appeared for both linear (e.g. [l]-[Sj) 
and nonlinear ([6]-[7]) q t’ e ua Ions which are not of the Schrodinger type. The 
present work gives another such scattering theory but one for which the 
results are strikingly reminiscent of the Schrodinger theory. It appears very 
likely that the general results of Segal[6] can be used to obtain conditions on 
the potential V, different than those mentioned above (indeed with no 
restriction on V-), which would guarantee the existence of W* . However, in 
order to point out the similarity with the Schrodinger theory, the approach 
taken here is an adaptation of the time-dependent one first observed by 
Cook [S]. 
In Section II the operator m21 - A + V and its fractional powers will be 
studied. Relative estimates between (m2.Z - d + V)e and (m21 - Q’ will be 
developed for use in Section III to describe the relevant solution spaces and 
finite-time propagators of Eqs. (1) and (2). Th e main result, described earlier, 
is proved in Section IV. 
II. BASIC INEQUALITIES 
Suppose A is the Laplacian in three dimensions and A2 is the self-adjoint 
realization of m21 - A on L2(ES). Let V be a real-valued function of the three 
(space) variables but independent of time. The first additional restriction to 
be imposed on the perturbation V is one which will ensure that the operator 
A2 + F’ has a self-adjoint realization. This is suggested by a familiar result 
[9, p. 3021 summarized in the following in a form which is slightly more 
amenable in the present context. 
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THEOREM 2.1. If T/EL+!?~) f or any p > 2 (including p = co), then’ 
II VP II < K(p) ” v”p {II A29, II + 2 II p II} o12-3/~ (3) 
for all 31 E D(A2) and all 01 > 0. K(p) depends only on p. 
Proof. Suppose v E D(A2) = D(d). By the Holder inequality 
II VP, II G II v II9 II 9J IIP 9 
where 4 = 2p(p - 2)-l. As p varies between 2 and co, p varies between 03 
and 2. To see that v ELM for all such 4, we appeal to inequalities of the 
Sobolev type [lo, p. 1251. More specifically, 
II P /In < constant II 4 IIY II v IP, 
where the constant depends only on 4, and y = 3(p - 2) (4&l = 3(2p)-l. 
In addition, // A~J ]j < (j A2g, 11 . Thus 
jl VT Ij < constant I/ V ljD 11 A2rp l/3(2p)-1 II CJI j11-3(2p)-1. 
Finally, in order to obtain the inequality (3), the right member of the 
above can be multiplied and divided by 01 to the power 3(2p - 3) (2p2)-l to 
obtain 
/I VP, 11 < constant 11 VI/, /-!$$/3(2D“‘{~3~D jl p lj)1-3(2P)-1. 
Applying the inequality al/lbl/m < al-l + bm-l to the above expression with 
a and b replaced by the terms in brackets results in the estimate 
II VT II G cons~;/k.““p 1; II A29, II + (1 - $) a2 II v II/ . 
The inequality (3) now follows by choosing 
K(p) = constant * max 
3 3 
%, 1 - 2p 1 . 
Remark. Clearly, different powers of 01 could be obtained in (3) by 
changing the power to which 0: was raised when it was introduced in the last 
paragraph. The ensuing estimate would be qualitatively similar to (3). The 
reason for the particular power chosen is that it provides the estimate which 
is most closely related to those available by means of other techniques. For 
example, using Fourier transform methods, one can obtain (3) with 
1 11 I& denotes the usual norm in D’(E*). However, for notational convenience 11 11% 
will be replaced by 11 11 and the associated inner product will be written as ( , ). 
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K(p) 01-(~-~/p) replaced by &2/p) 2(2/P)-1(m2 + o~~)(~/~r’)-l, thus providing an 
estimate for K(p). In future results we shall use this estimate for K(p), 
denoting ~(~/p) 2(s/~)-l(m~ + cS)(a/sp)--1 ]I V IID by C(U). 
Clearly C(a) can be made as small as desired by choosing 01~ sufficiently 
large. Thus there exist constants a < 1 and b such that 
II VT II G a II A2p, II + b II v II for all cp E D(A2). 
A standard result due to Rellich [9, p. 287, Theorem 4.31 now applies to give 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If V is any real-valued function in Lp(E3) for any p such 
that 2 < p < co, then A2 + V is self-adjoint with D(A2 + V) = D(A2). 
In what follows we shall denote this self-adjoint realization of A2 + V by 
B2. If V > 0 a.e. then 
(B2v, FP) = ((A2 + V> v> v> b (A2v, v) = ((m21 - 4 ‘p, F,) 
= (m”v, p’> + (- 4, d 2 (m2y, d 
for all 
v E D(B2) = D(A2) = D(- A). 
Thus all operators involved are nonnegative as well as self-adjoint and hence 
A2e and B2e are well-defined operators of the same type even if 0 < 8 < 1. 
In order to describe and compare solution spaces for the given equations, it 
is necessary to find relative bounds between these operators. The relevant 
facts are summarized in preliminary form in the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If V > 0 a.e. and is an element of Lp(E3) for any p > 2, 
then 
II map, II S II Aep, II G II Bep, II < Ce’2 II Aep, II (4) 
for all q~ E D(Ae) = D(Be) and all 0 < 8 < 1. The constant C is C(0) + 1 > 0. 
In addition 
C-e’2 II A-ep, II < II B-‘p, II < II A-eg, II < II m-“y II 
for all q~ GL~(E~) and all 0 < 0 < 1. 
(5) 
Proof. Because - A > 0 and commutes with m21, it is clear that 
]I m2v II < I/ A2~ 11 for all 9 E D(A2). A result of Heinz [ll, Theorem 2, p. 1231 
now applies to give /I rnzev j] < 11 A2erp ]I for all 4p E D(A2e) and all 0 < 0 < 1 
which is a stronger version of the first inequality in (4). For the last inequality 
in (4), take 
p E D(A2) = D(B2) C D(V). 
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Then 
where the last inequality follows from Theorem 2.1. Hence II B2p 11 < C (/ A2p 11 
for all v E D(A2) and the positivity of the self-adjoint operators A2 and B2 
implies that (/ B2$ /I < Cell A2$ /I for all v E D(A2@) and all 0 < 6’ < 1 
by the cited result of Heinz. 
The middle inequality of (4) requires only a little more work. As men- 
tioned 0 < (A2p, 9) < (B2y, ~JJ) for all Q E D(A2) = D(B2). Because 
D(A), D(B)3 D(A2) = D(B2) [9, Th eorem 3.35, p. 2811 the preceeding 
inequality is precisely 11 Ap, /I2 < 1) BP iI2 for all v E D(B2). But D(B2) is a 
core for B (previous reference); i.e. for any 9 E D(B) there exists a sequence 
{cpn] C D(B2) such that j/ B(g, - &/I + II p - vn I( -+ 0 as n + co. This 
implies, in particular, that {BT~} is a Cauchy sequence. But 
and hence (AFT} is also a Cauchy sequence. But A is self-adjoint and hence 
closed. Thus y E D(A) and Ap, = lim AT% as n + co. Finally 
for all ‘p E D(B). Ag ain apply the result of Heinz to obtain I] Aep, II < II Bep, II 
forallp,~D(Be)andallO~O<l. 
Statement (4), as well as the fact that D(Be) = D(Ae) for all 0 < 13 < 1, 
now follows from the above inequalities. The remainder of the lemma 
follows from a straightforward application of a result of Kato [9, Lemma 2.30, 
p. 3331 to each part of (4). 
The condition that V > 0 a.e. is significant from the viewpoint of disper- 
sion theory since it implies that the potential is repulsive and hence precludes 
the possibility of bound states. It seems worthy of mention then, that this 
restriction can be reduced without affecting the qualitative features of the 
previous result. We first give a preparatory lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose the conclusion of Proposition 2.2 is satisJied [i.e. 
B2 is selfadjoint with D(B2) = D(A2)]. F or each q > Q, there exists a constant 
M(q), such that 
(B2p, P,> 2 (1 - M(q) II V- II,) II 4 II2 (6) 
for all pl E D(A2). VW is the negative part of V and M(q) depends only on q 
and m. 
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Proof. Suppose q E D(A2) = D(B2) C D(V). Then 
(Ban p’> = (A293 d + (P+ - v-1 % 94. 
But (V+F, (p) > 0 so that 
P2v> ‘p) 2 II Arp II2 - (V-v> 4. 
Using the fact that I’- > 0, we have 
where 4-l + r-l = 1. As Q varies between $ and co, 2r = 2p(q - 1)-l varies 
from 6 to 2, respectively. Thus we may use inequalities of the Sobolev type 
[lo, p. 1251 to estimate II v liar in terms of L2-norms as follows: 
11 ‘p II& < constant II grad p 113(r-1)r-’ 11 v 11a[r-a+1)(a~)-‘L 
But for F E D(A2) C D(A), I( v jl = 11 A-‘AQ 11 < m-l ]I Ag, j] by Proposition 
2.3, and 
II grad P II: = (- 4, ~1 d (A2m VI= II 4~ ll2. 
Thus the previous inequality reduces to 
II 9 II& < constant * m(3-2q)Q-’ /I Ap, (12. 
Inequality (6) follows by choosing M(q) = constant * m(3-2q)q-1. 
Remark. Clearly M(q) is independent of q because it is derived from the 
constant appearing in the Sobolev inequalities. The precise value of M(q) 
is inessential in what follows. It can easily be shown, however, that k?(g) < 4 
and M(co) = m-2. 
In the future, if 1 - M(q) ]I I’- (lq > 0, we shall say that V satisfies a 
“negativity restriction of power q”, and denote this by V E Neg(q) for nota- 
tional convenience. We shall denote (1 - M(q) II V- Ijq)-1 by i?, suppressing 
the inconsequential dependence on q and m. 
To conclude this section the basic inequalities will be summarized in the 
form in which they will be used in the following sections. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose V is real-valued, V eLp(E3) for any p with 
2 < p < CO and V E Neg(q) for any q with $ < q < 00. Then 
me II v II < II 4~ II < W2 II B% II < (Cc;>o’2 IIA% II (7) 
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for all q~ E D(B@) = D(Ae) and all 0 < ~9 < 1. In addition 
(Cc)-eIz II A-‘p, II G (&e/2 II B-‘P II < II A-ev II d we II y II 
for all cp E L2(E3) and all 0 < 0 < 1. 
(8) 
Proof. First note that Lemma 2.4 implies that (B2cp, v) > c-l (1 Ap, /I2 > 0. 
Thus B2 is a nonnegative, self-adjoint operator so that all roots, B2e, exist as 
operators of the same type. 
The proof can now be carried out in precisely the same manner as Proposi- 
tion 2.3 except for the middle inequality of (4) where the nonnegativity 
of I’ was crucial in the proof. This inequality can be replaced by 
11 Ap, 11 < C?/2 11 Bg, // for all v E D(B2) using Lemma 2.4 and the extension to 
all v E D(B) can be accomplished as in Proposition 2.3. 
III. FINITE-TIME PROPAGATORS 
The solution spaces of differential equations (1) and (2) will now be 
defined and discussed. One fairly standard procedure is to observe that the 
K-G equation can be expressed in the equivalent vector-valued form 
.d P 
0 i 
0 
‘~+=--iAZ (9) 
which has as its formal solution 
cos At 
(T[i$ = 'dt) (iii!) = (- A sin At 
A-l sin At 
cos At (10) 
where v(O), q(O) are the Cauchy data at t = 0. By the operational calculus it 
it is clear that if 
CD = ;; E D(Aa) @ D(A”-l) 
( 1 
for any LY E R, then Uo(t) Q, E D(A”) @ D(A+l) for all t. This motivates 
considering the following Hilbert spaces as possible solution spaces for the 
K-G equation, (9). 
DEFINITION. For each (II E R, the complex Hilbert space H(A, 01) is the 
completion of D(A=) @ D(A”-l) with respect to the inner product 
As a direct sum H(A, a) will be written as D[AA*] @ D[Aa-7. 
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Indeed, by performing the relevant calculations on a suitable dense sub- 
space of H(A, LY) (say Ccm @ Ccm), one can easily establish that t -+ Uo(t) is a 
one-parameter group of unitary transformations on H(A, a) with infinitesimal 
self-adjoint generator (FiAs $). Thus Eq. (10) rigorously defines the unique 
(generalized) solution of the K-G equation on H(A, a). 
Remark 1. Uo(t) @ is called the generalized solution because it is the 
solution of the integral equation associated with (9). It is a bona fide solution 
of (9) only when @ is in the domain of (oiAz :I). 
Remark 2. Among the Hilbert spaces H(A, a) (for different a) the two 
which are most relevant are those corresponding to 01 = fr and 01 = 1. It can 
be shown that 01 = 4 is the unique value for which /j llA,a (the norm in H(A, a)) 
is invariant under the PoincarC group while 11 IIA,r is the familiar energy norm. 
For reasons to be explained in Section V, it is of interest to prove the forth- 
coming results on both of these spaces. This will be accomplished by working 
on H(A, 0) for arbitrary 0 E [0, 11. 
Remark 3. The Hilbert space D[Ae] denotes the completion of D(D) 
with respect to the norm II Ae. j] For 8 E [0, l] it is clear that the completion 
is only required in the second summand of H(A, 0). Moreover, by completing, 
elements of L’(E3), 2 ( Y < 6(1 + 20)-l, which are not inL2(E3) are intro- 
duced into D[Ae-I]. 
It can be shown by precisely the same arguments as outlined above that 
the perturbed K-G Equation can be written as 
-d v 
0 ( 
0 
‘zqj= -iB2 (11) 
and that it has a unique solution in H(B, a) (replacing A by B in the definition 
of H(A, LX)) given by 
The basis of the time-dependent approach to scattering theory is the 
examination of the product, U( - t) Uo(t), of the finite-time propagators. The 
remainder of this section will be devoted to showing that the formation of this 
product is feasible even though each propagator operates on an a priori 
different space. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  V is real-valued, V EL”(E~) for any p with 2 < p < CO 
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and V E Neg(q) for any q with # < q ,< co, then for each 0 E [0, l] the Hilbert 
spaces H(A, 8) and H(B, 0) are isomorphic as linear spaces and 
(13) 
where Kl , K, are functions of p, q, m, V, B given by 
Kl = (z;@ + C1-9W and K2 = (Co + @)V. 
Proof. Suppose v1 E D(Ae) = D(Be) and v2 E D(Ae-l) = D(Be-I), then 
by inequalities (7) and (8), 
II Aen II2 + II Ae-%2 II2 < ce II Bevl II2 + Cl--e II Be-%2 II2 
G K,2{l/ Bev, II2 + II ~e-lw II">- 
Likewise 
II Bepl, /I2 + II Be%2 II2 < Ce II A’R II2 + @e II A'-%2 II2 
< K2”ill A’R II2 + II Ae-~v2 II”>. 
Thus the norms are equivalent on the dense subspaces 
D(Ae) @ D(Ae-l) = II(B@) @ D(Be-1) 
and hence the completions with respect to each norm, H(A, 0) and H(B, e), 
are isomorphic. In addition, the inequality (13) established on 
D(Ae) @ D(Ae-l), extends to the completion by continuity. 
With this identification of H(A, 0) and H(B, e), both Uo(t) and U(t) can be 
viewed as operators on either of these Hilbert spaces. Of course they are 
unitary only if the related norm is used in both the domain and range. How- 
ever, regardless of which norm is employed, they are both uniformly bounded. 
COROLLARY 3.2. With the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, 
l&(t) : H(B, e) -+ H(B, e) and u(t) : H(A, e) + H(A, e) 
are unifDrmly bounded with norms bounded by K,K2 . 
Proof. 11 Uo(t) @ IIB,e ,< K, 1) U,,(t) CD (1A.e by Theorem 3.1. But U&t) is 
unitary on H(A, 4. Thus /I Uo(t> Q, 1lB.e d fh II @ llA,e < KJG II Q, i1B.e by 
inequality (13). Likewise 
II u(t) Q, 1Lt.e G Kx II U(t) @ IIB.e = Kl II @ I/B.B G K&2 II @ LB * 
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IV. EXISTENCE OF THE WAVE OPERATORS 
The (free-to-physical) wave operators W* are defined as is customary by 
w* : = s$n& U(- t) q)(t) (14) 
when this (strong) limit exists on all of H(A, 0) ~11 H(B, 0)s. The reason for 
demanding that the limit exists on all of H(A, 0) is that the generator of 
U,,(t), (fiAz “i), is spectrally absolutely continuous. This follows immediately 
from the absolute continuity of A2 by means of a result of Kato [12, p. 355, 
Lemma 8.11 [proved for H(A, l)] which has an obvious generalization to 
H(A, 0) for arbitrary f3 E [0, 11. 
It is clearly inessential which norm (i.e. 11 jIA,B or 11 jjs,J is used to establish 
the existence of the limit since they are equivalent. However, the following 
discussion indicates that it is most natural to view W+ as an operator from 
H(A, 0) into H(B, 0). For if W, exists, then s-lim,,*,[U(t) W+ - Uo(t)] = 0 
because U(t) is uniformly bounded (regardless of which norm is used). That 
is, given any solution of the free equation, Uo(t) @ with Cauchy data 
@ E H(A, e), there is a solution of the physical (perturbed) equation, 
U(t) W*@, which is asymptotically equal to U,,(t) @ as t + f co. Thus W+ 
is essentially a mapping from the Cauchy data of the given free solution 
to the Cauchy data of the asymptotically equivalent physical solution. 
We are now in a position to prove the main result. 
THEOREM 4.1. If V is real-valued, V E Lp(E3) for any 2 < p < 3 and 
V E Neg(q) for any 8 < 4 < co, then W+ = s-lim,,+, U(- t) Uo(t) exist on 
fq4, e) for all 0 < e < 1. 
Proof. As is customary, the proof will first be established on a dense 
subset. In particular consider, %, the subset of the Schwartz space of rapidly 
decreasing functions (9’) whose Fourier transforms have compact support; 
i.e., V = 9=Ccm. Now Y C D(k) for all a: and %? C 9. Thus % C D(k) 
for all 01. In addition Ccm(E3) is dense in L2(E3) and because 9 is unitary on 
L2(E3), ?? is dense inL2(E3). Thus G? is dense in D(k) C L2(Es) for all (II from 
which it follows in a fairly obvious manner that V @V is dense in H(A, 6) 
for all 0 < e < 1. 
Let W(t) denote the prewave operator U(- t) Uo(t) and @ = (2) be an 
element of %7 0 %‘. Now ‘Z @ % C D(A2) @ D(R) = D(B2) @ D(BB) for 
all 0 < 0 < 1 (where the equality of the first components follows from 
Proposition 2.2 rather than Theorem 2.5). But D(A2) @ D(M) and 
a The liberty has been taken to suppress the e-dependence of W* since the conditions 
to be obtained will be valid for all 0 E [0, 11. 
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D(B2) @ D(P) are in the respective domains of the skew-adjoint operators 
(-12 :j : fw, 4 - Jq4 0) and (- i2 i) : H(B, e)-+H(B, 0). 
Finally, by the operational calculus, 
Uo(t)(UO~)CD(A2)OD(AB)CD I- (-i2 3 + (-;2 @I. 
Thus W(t) @ is continuously differentiable and 
for all @ E V @ 9. Integrating Eq. (15) and using the fact that 
- (- i2 ;) + (- ;2 ;j = (; 8, 
on D(A2) @ D(P) we obtain 
W(t”) @ - W(t’) CD = j:; U(- s) (; ;) U,(s) Q, ds. 
Thus 
where ~(x, t) is the solution of the K-G equation with Cauchy data @ = (g:) 
at time t = 0. By inequality (8) 
f?ce-l)j2 I/ Be-Y 1~ ,< me-1 j/ Y Ij for all Y E L2(E3). 
Thus 
and hence 
II Be-l(vd*, $))I1 G (m@2)e-1 II VV(., s)il 
From (16) it is clear that {W(t) @} is a Cauchy net as t + f co, which in 
turn implies the existence of W, on V @ V, if 
lim ,I: j/ Vv(*, s)ll ds = 0 
as t’, t” -+ f CO. By the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence theorem this 
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condition is satisfied if 11 Vv(*, s)ll , as a function of s, is integrable on some 
interval (T, 03) [respectively (- co, - T)]. 
By using the Holder inequality, 11 Vy(*, s)lj < I] V ll1) I/p(., s)llr where 
p-l + r-l = 2-l. It is clear that the desired integrability can be established 
by examining the decay, and hence integrability, of II v(*, ~)lj,. . The next 
result shows that I] ~(a, ~)ll,. = O(l s \-3(1/2-1lr)) as 1 s ] + co for all Cauchy data 
(g;) E V @ %? which implies that II v(., s)//,. is integrable near 9 cc if 
3(2-l - r-r) > 1 or r > 6. Thus 11 Vp(., s)jl is integrable near & co if 
p-1=2-1 - r-l > 2-l - 6-l or p < 3. In addition p 3 2 was required for 
the validity of the results of Section II which were tacitly used throughout the 
proof. Hence the theorem is established on V @ V, a dense subset of N(A, 0). 
By Corollary 3.2, W(t) is uniformly bounded as an operator on H(B, 0), in 
fact by K,K, . Consequently, [9, Lemma 3.5, p. 1511, the s-lim W(t) as 
t + & co exists on all H(A, 0). 
The proof of the theorem will be complete if the asserted decay of solutions 
to the K-G equation can be established. It will follow as a corollary from the 
estimate on the uniform decay of such solutions obtained by Segal [13, 
Lemma 3, p. 951. The result is suggested but not explicitly stated or proved in 
the above work. Since the proof is short it will be given here. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose y(x, t) = cos Atpl + A-1 sin Atv, is the solu- 
tion of the K-G equation with Cauchy data (2) E V @ V. Then for each 
2<r<oo 
I/ cp(*, t)ljT = O(l t I-3(1/2-1lr)) as It/+cn. 
Proof. The cited estimate on the uniform decay is 
II d-, t> llm d WkN II esaAvl II1 + II es’%, II11 (17) 
for arbitrary S > 0 where C(t, S) = O(l t /-3/2) as I t / -+ co uniformly in 6. 
In addition 
II p(-, t>ll = II cos A@, + A-l sin Atv2 I/ 
< II ~0s AtpI II + II A-W Atv2)ll (18) 
< II Fl II + m-l II 9J2 II 
by inequality (8) and the operational calculus to infer that cos At and sin At 
are bounded operators with norm < 1 uniformly in t. Now 
II d*, t>ll, = 1, I dx, W d3JCjlir 
< II v(*, t)llk2)” Ij- I P(X, t>12 d3j1” 
< II 94.3 M-2’r II d-9 tp. 
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Using (17) and (18) one obtains the estimate 
II PC.7 t)llr < mt, v-z’r 
where 
(19) 
K = {II es’43 IL + II es%, lIIYlr {II 93 II + 972-l IIp2 1112’~, 
is independent of t and finite for every 6 because vr , v2 E QY. The desired 
result is now obtained from (19) by using the observed decay of the function 
qt, 6). 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Many of the qualitative features of nonrelativistic wave operators [9, 
pp. 529-5321 can be proved analogously for the quasirelativistic wave opera- 
tors described above. For example, W+ intertwines Uo(t) and U(t); it is an 
operator from the subspace of absolute continuity of (tea2 $) (= H(A, 0)) 
into the subspace of absolute continuity of (ti,” 4, etc. The isometric nature 
of W* : iY(A, 0) + H(B, 8) is less obvious, and in fact would appear doubtful 
since in general the prewave operators W(t) = U(- t) Uo(t) are not isome- 
tries. However, current investigations suggest that the wave operators do 
indeed possess this property. Rather than give the proof for all B E [0, I] 
which would lead us too far afield, we shall only strengthen the case for 
thise conjecture by showing that it holds for 8 = 1. The proof in this case 
is especially simple because of the convenient relationship 
PROPOSITION 5.1. With the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, 
w* : H(A, 1) --+ H(B, 1) 
is an isometry. 
Proof. Suppose 
Now 
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Using the above relationship we obtain 
where v,,(x, t) is the solution of the K--G equation with Cp as Cauchy data at 
t = 0. Clearly the proof is completed on %’ @ %? if it can be shown that 
But 
lim(Vcp,(-, t), v-d., 0) = 0 as t+*:. 
I(VP)o(*, 0, %(.> t))l G II ml II %(.Y tk II %(‘l OIL 
where (p’)-l + p-l = Q. If 2 <p < 3, then 3 <p’ < 6. But /I &*, t)lh and 
II %C.P t>ll%?* > for th ese values of p’, tend to zero as I t I + co. Thus the result 
has been established on V @ %? and hence, by continuity, on H(A, 1). 
The next natural, but more substantial problem which deserves considera- 
tion is the completeness of W+ (i.e., for which potentials are W+ onto the 
subspace of absolute continuity of (‘& ii )). In addition to being an interesting 
question per se, the completeness of W+ has an important implication which 
provides a motivation for the introduction of the spaces H(A, +) and H(B, 4). 
In particular the Fock Space for the uncharged meson field of mass m is 
formed by using H,(A, $), the real subspace of H(A, 4) with inner product 
Wh t9 as the one-particle subspace. The existence and completeness of 
W+ : H(A, +) -+ H(B, 8) implies that the (free-to-free) scattering operator 
S = W;‘W- will be defined on all of H(A, 4). One can then ask if S is 
unitarily implementable in Fock Space. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for this to occur is that, on H,(A, +), S and S-l be (everywhere defined) 
bounded operators such that S*S - I is in the Schmidt class of operators on 
H,(A, a) into itself [14, p. 388, Corollary 2.31. Of course, the completeness of 
W* : H(A, 4) + H(B, Q) along with the fact that they are (conjectured to be) 
isometries implies that S : H(A, &) -+ H(A, +) is unitary. Thus 
S : H&4, +) -+ H&4,$) is orthogonal and hence the above conditions are 
satisfied trivially. Clearly then, the existence and completeness of W* on 
H(A, Q) as well as on H(A, 1) is worthy of study since it leads to the unitarity 
of the induced action of S on Fock Space. 
The problem of characterizing the potentials for which W* are complete 
is currently being studied and will be submitted separately. Preliminary 
investigations reveal, however, that the similarity encountered between the 
quasi- and nonrelativistic wave operators as far as existence is concerned, 
40913 112-8 
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extends to the question of completeness. More precisely, it appears that W* 
are complete if the corresponding nonrelativistic wave operators, 
are complete. 
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